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Introduction



  

Scope of This Talk

● In April 2021, it was discovered that a bash script used by 
“codecov.io” – has been compromised for at least 3 months

● This discovery prompted me to look around: how many other 
tools that developers use every day are installed that way?

● And how can we ensure that these scripts are in fact legit?
● I will talk about supply chain attacks but will focus in on 

downloading and running shell scripts (“curl | bash”)
● I also want to talk about how to verify such scripts
● There is also some new tooling and interesting findings that I 

want to share

https://about.codecov.io/security-update/


  

CodeCov.io Compromise



  

About Me

● I was a software developer most of my career and security bug 
bounty hunter on the side

● Currently work in application security full time but I’m here 
personally, not on behalf of my employer

● Presented before at BSides PA/DE/DC & OWASP Global AppSec DC
● Was involved in some early anti-spam work:

● Co-chaired IRTF’s Anti Spam Research Group (ASRG)
● Involved in IETF pre-standards work for SPF/DKIM
● Created protocol for exchanging spam reports (MARF / RFC 5965)

● Helping with the “security.txt” proposal – about to become an RFC
● Also did some non-security standards work:

● RFCs 4180 (CSV files) and 6922 (SQL MIME type)
● Participated in W3C’s CSV for the Web group



  

CVEs I Discovered/Helped With in the Past

● CVE-2021-1000008 (DWF) – Nissan Leaf EV (car)
● CVE-2021-2018 – Oracle Database Server

● CVE-2020-9315 – Oracle iPlanet Web Server (0-day)
● CVE-2020-9314 – Oracle’s iPlanet Web Server (0-day)

● CVE-2019-2114 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2019-10320 – Jenkins Credentials Plugin
● CVE-2019-0221 – Apache Tomcat
● CVE-2019-0232 – Apache Tomcat
● CVE-2019-7399 – Amazon’s FireOS

● CVE-2018-15835 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2018-9581 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2018-9489 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2018-6019 – Samsung Display Solutions app
● CVE-2018-0237 – Cisco AMP for Endpoints (MacOS)

● CVE-2017-16905 – DuoLingo’s TinyCards Android app
● CVE-2017-15882 – Private Internet Access Android app

● CVE-2017-15397 – Google’s Chrome OS
● CVE-2017-14582 – Zoho 24x7 Poller for Android
● CVE-2017-13243 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2017-11706 – Boozt Android app
● CVE-2017-9977 – AVG AntiVirus for MacOS
● CVE-2017-9245 – Google’s News/Weather Android app
● CVE-2017-9045 – Google’s I/O 2017 Android app
● CVE-2017-8878 – ASUS Routers
● CVE-2017-8877 – ASUS Routers
● CVE-2017-8769 – Facebook’s WhatsApp Android app
● CVE-2017-5892 – ASUS Routers
● CVE-2017-5891 – ASUS Routers
● CVE-2017-5082 – Google’s Chrome browser for Android
●

● CVE-2016-6936 – Adobe’s AIR SDK and Compiler
● CVE-2016-6723 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2016-5672 – Intel’s Crosswalk toolkit
● CVE-2016-5348 – Google’s Android OS
● CVE-2016-5341 – Google’s Android OS



  

● There will be many vendors and OSS projects 
mentioned in this talk – I am not blaming them – 
security is hard and they are often working for free

● Don’t do anything without  talking to a (good) lawyer 
first!

DISCLAIMERS!!!



  

Software Supply 
Chain Attacks



  

             Software Supply Chain: Overview

From CISA

● Modern software includes many third party OSS and commercial 
software components

● Developer, infrastructure and CI/CD tooling also uses a lot of third 
party software

● Software distribution and updates infrastructure has similar issues 
(CDNs, web servers, buckets, etc)

● Developers and security teams often don’t know what’s inside 
these components, how they are delivered and if they are legit

https://www.cisa.gov/supply-chain-integrity-month


  

             Software Supply Chain: Imagination



  

             Software Supply Chain: Reality

From https://xkcd.com/2347/

https://xkcd.com/2347/


  

             Software Supply Chain: Reality

From https://xkcd.com/2347/

What if that project is
compromised?

Or the maintainer
now works for
your friendly

neighborhood
APT?

https://xkcd.com/2347/


  

What are Software Supply Chain Attacks?

● A software supply chain attack targets any components or 
infrastructure used in software development or delivery

● This can be done by replacing legitimate components or 
injecting malicious code into them

● Some attacks target infrastructure instead of the components 
themselves

● The goal of the attackers is to gain a foothold inside 
organizations using these components, to be followed up by 
something more nasty (ransomware, stealing data, etc)

● Recently, many of these have been done by APTs



  

Some examples

115 attacks cataloged in an Atlantic Council report (2020)

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/in-depth-research-reports/report/breaking-trust-shades-of-crisis-across-an-insecure-software-supply-chain/


  

Some examples

● Cdnjs security flaw (security research) (2021)
● Dependency confusion (security research) (2021)
● Codecov.io bash uploader (2021)
● SolarWinds Orion (2020)
● Malicious Xcode projects (XCSSET/XcodeSpy) (2020)
● Twilio SDK compromise (2020)
● NotPetya (2017)
● Malicious modules in PYPI / npm / gems / etc (ongoing) 
● MageCart attacks (ongoing)

● Many more!!!



  

Awareness of Your Supply Chain

● Do you know what is in your software? Infrastructure? 
Tooling? CI/CD? Artifact repository? CDN?

● Do you know where it comes from?
● Who is in charge of the release process?
● This is not an easy problem – often components use other 

components that use other components
● Same for infrastructure – modern applications will often 

involve third party CDNs, package stores, clouds, etc.
● For the software you publish and update: do you know who 

and what’s involved?



  

Beware of the poisoned diary

● In one of the Harry Potter books, there was a diary
that wrote back to you

● Essentially it was running magical “code”
● It turned out to be malicious (surprise!)

“Never trust anything that can think 
for itself if you can't see where it 

keeps its brain.”
(Arthur Weasley - Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets by JK Rowling)



  

How to Secure the Supply Chain?

● Consumers:
● Make sure the component/tool you downloaded matches 

what the vendor/OSS project produced
● Make sure what you downloaded is not malicious

● Vendors/OSS projects:
● Make sure what is being published matches the original 

source code
● Make sure what was published is not malicious

● But it is very hard problem!!!



  

Some approaches to secure the software 
supply chain
● Outsourcing security to third parties

● Relying on direct GitHub downloads or source repos
● Package managers (npm, pypi, etc)

● Cryptography:
● Checksums
● OS digital signatures (Gatekeeper, rpm/apt/yum, etc)
● PGP signatures
● Public CA ecosystem (Authenticode on Windows, etc)

● Other: A/V scanning, disabling automatic updates, perimeter 
defenses, sandbox detonation, manual review, etc.

● Experimental:
● Reproducible builds – really really hard
● Blockchain



  

The “curl | bash” 
pattern



  

What is this pattern?

● This pattern uses “curl | bash” or “wget | bash” to execute a 
script downloaded from the Internet in your shell

● It’s a  convenient way to install software – especially when 
bootstraping larger projects

● There is a long standing debate how safe this is
● IMHO it’s not since it executes untrusted code in your shell

● Historically, security concerns were downplayed:
● “Users will review the scripts before running them”
● “These scripts aren’t used often” (but with CI/CD they are!)
● “A malicious actor can compromise other artifacts”



  

“Users will review the scripts before running them”
(can you grok shell?)

From XKCD

https://xkcd.com/1168/


  

“Users will review the scripts before running them”

● A script used by thousands was compromised and not 
detected for three months!!!

● Detected only because the attacker forgot to change the 
checksum files

● How many users actually read the bash script???



  

“Users will review the scripts before running them”
(so let’s give them base-85 encoded Python)



  

“Users will review the scripts before running them”
(so let’s replace the shell script with a binary)



  

“These scripts aren’t used often” (this code is from 
Dependabot – a tool for supply chain security)



  

“Never trust anything that can 
think for itself if you can't see 

where it keeps its brain.”



  

How common is this?

● After the codecov.io breach, I wanted to know how common this 
pattern is – I started collating a list @ GitHub

● I also wanted to find out how to verify these scripts if I wanted to 
be more secure than an average user
… So ...

● This pattern is common
● Some tools provide more secure installation methods such as 

package managers
● And verification of such scripts isn’t trivial
● Do you know where this pattern is used in your organization???

https://github.com/nightwatchcybersecurity/dont_curl_and_bash/blob/main/CURL_AND_BASH.MD


  

Some examples

From https://github.com/nightwatchcybersecurity/dont_curl_and_bash

https://github.com/nightwatchcybersecurity/dont_curl_and_bash


  

Some examples – Azure CLI



  

Some examples – Dell firmware upgrade



  

Some examples – Google’s Firebase



  

Some examples - homebrew



  

Some examples – pip



  

Some examples – Rust



  

Attack vectors

● Scripts like all software travel from the original source repository 
to some distribution point, often a web server

● Attackers can target anything along the route including:
● Webservers / CDNs (cdnjs research)
● Cloud buckets (Twilio SDK and codecov)
● Build systems (SolarWinds)
● Original source code repository (PHP)
● Credentials of people who have access to any of these

● These are novel attacks since shell scripts aren’t as common as 
other software components but they have outsize impact
● Just think what would happen if Rust installer or homebrew are 

compromised...



  

Verification of Scripts



  

What a user wants to do the right thing?

● Now that I know that this pattern is common – how do we verify 
these scripts are legit?

● Verification, especially with cryptography / PGP is not trivial
● As part of my research, I developed tooling to make this easier and 

ran it for several months against multiple projects
● I also reached out to multiple projects and commercial vendors, 

asking them to add cryptographic verification
● Most ignored or refused to implement this request
● My automated tooling brought up some problems as well
● So what can a user do if they need  to be secure and still use these 

scripts?



  

Don’t use install scripts

● The easiest way to avoid attacks using scripts is not to use them
● Many projects provide more secure alternatives such as 

OS/language package managers (yum/apt/rpm/npm/pip)
● There are also official releases / binaries available
● While those aren’t perfect, they are harder to compromise than a 

random web server or S3 bucket (like the Twilio SDK case)
● Formal release management narrows down the pool of people 

who can produce binaries – scripts are often not managed this way
● But this is inconvenient and isn’t always practical



  

Going straight to the source

● Another approach is to check out the original repository or 
download the script directly from the repository

● Relies on Linus’s law: “given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow”
● Since there are many developers and users, someone will see it

● The flip side is that only one of the committers need to be 
compromised, makes it easier for an attacker (unlike releases 
which are controlled by a smaller number of people)

● Changes to source take effect immediately and can start attacking 
users (unlike releases or versioned packages) – branching helps

● Some may choose to review the source manually or save a known 
good version – but most install scripts aren’t versioned



  

Going straight to the source - example



  

Checksums and comparisons

● Some projects publish checksums – these are often SHA (but MD5 I 
is still in use)

● Checksums are useless for security since an attacker can modify 
them as well BUT it does create another barrier
● In the codecov case, the attacker DID NOT modify the checksums 

and this is how the attack was detected (after 3 months – since 
most users didn’t verify checksums)

● Hosting checksums on a separate server or inside the code 
repository provides another control (now the attacker needs to 
compromise two servers)
● Same goes for the approach of comparing the script against 

another server – attacker needs to do more work



  

Doing it better – cryptography

● Some OSes provide ability to sign scripts with a CA-issued 
certificate (Authenticode). Relies on existing root CA certificates in 
the OS – certificate can be stolen or fake ones issued
● Chocolatey package manager for Windows uses this approach

● PGP can also be used to generate a signature for the script itself or 
checksums of the script

● PGP is not CA based, and is notoriously hard to use
● Key distribution is the biggest challenge:

● Hosting a key on the web means it can be compromised
● Hosting a key in a PGP key server is vulnerable to key poisoning
● Haven’t seen attacks involving a compromised key yet



  

Doing it better – cryptography



  

Doing it better – cryptography



  

Summary of approaches

● Avoiding shell scripts and using package managers or releases 
might be the safest option?

● Checksums, downloading from source or doing a comparison 
against another version helps somewhat as long as the attacker 
doesn’t get access to both places

● Cryptography works best but is hard to setup and use
● Key distribution for PGP is not easy, CA certificates have their own 

issues as well
● Most projects I surveyed don’t provide signatures
● Organizations need to make their own decisions based on risk and 

security posture
● More work / research is needed!



  

Tooling and Selected 
Findings



  

The state of tooling

● After the codecov.io breach, I wanted to now how common this 
pattern is and what are safer alternatives

● I also wanted to see how easy it would be to verify scripts in an 
automated fashion, suitable for a CI/CD

● Another problem was to see what happens when scripts get 
updated – is there a lag?

● Last, I wanted to monitor scripts for changes to detect similar 
attacks in the future

● The existing tooling was sort of lacking … so I wrote up some 
documentation and created my own



  

The state of tooling

● The best way to do this using tools like GPG directly
● But they are not easy to use
● GPG also changes machine state (keyrings) which may not always 

be desirable
● They are also not easily configurable and I wanted a way to 

provide configuration files for many projects I am monitoring



  

My experimental tools

● Documentation I created:
● dont_curl_and_bash - list of projects using the curl/bash 

pattern, plus different ways to verify downloads
● Plus some blog posts and this talk!

● Tools I created:
● icetrust - tool for verification of downloads
● icetrust_dashboard_example - monitoring example using 

icetrust
● icetrust_uptime_example - “status page” example of 

monitoring using icetrust
● release_auditor - tool for checking if GitHub releases were 

modified after initial publication (see this blog post)

https://github.com/nightwatchcybersecurity/dont_curl_and_bash
https://github.com/nightwatchcybersecurity/icetrust
https://github.com/nightwatchcybersecurity/icetrust_dashboard_example
https://github.com/nightwatchcybersecurity/icetrust_uptime_example
https://github.com/nightwatchcybersecurity/release_auditor
https://wwws.nightwatchcybersecurity.com/2021/04/25/supply-chain-attacks-via-github-com-releases/


  

Icetrust tools

● “icetrust” is a Python module that lets you verify files you already 
downloaded by comparing them against something else, using a 
checksum or via PGP signatures

● It also has a “canary” mode which will download the files for you, 
is controlled using a JSON config file and can produce a JSON 
output file, all intended for automation

● The two dashboard examples are using GitHub pages / Jekyll and 
the “upptime” project  to periodically poll scripts and check for 
changes. Results are also piped to Twitter.

● Monitoring uses GitHub actions under the hood and I keep copies 
of the files retrieved so the changes can be reviewed over time via 
standard Git tools



  

Example: dont_curl_and_bash



  

Example: icetrust – using regular mode



  

Example: icetrust – canary mode



  

Example: icetrust_dashboard



  

Example: icetrust_dashboard – Tracking 
file changes



  

Example: icetrust_uptime



  

Example: Twitter account



  

How I used these tools

● I documented over 25 projects using pattern
● There are dozens more I reached out to via security disclosure 

processes that I can’t speak publicly about yet
● Monitoring signatures on 5 projects
● Comparing against another copy – 11 projects
● Simply monitoring for changes – 14 projects
● Monitoring runs every 6 hours (used to be 1 hour)
● Results are piped to the two dashboards, a Twitter account (

@icetrustmonitor) and email/Slack
● Looking into incorporating icetrust into my own projects as a 

safeguard when scripts are used
● Has been running since April/May

https://twitter.com/icetrustmonitor


  

What did I find?

● Only a minority of projects offers a way to verify their scripts 
cryptographically (via PGP) – with the key hosted elsewhere

● Most projects/vendors are not interested in a fix
● Many projects offer better alternatives but its not consistent
● The use of “raw” GitHub downloads is common
● Most bootstrap scripts do not change often, or change in minor 

ways only (version numbers, etc)
● Verification of some is not trivial (requires custom parsing)
● Sometimes there is a lag between a new script being available and 

its signature being recalculated/updated – automation fails :(
● Often there is no formal release management or versioning
● No supply chain attacks found … yet
● BUT … it is possible to monitor on an automated basis!



  

Some incidental findings

● A bug in GitHub that allows releases to be modified without 
anyone knowing about it (unless you use APIs). This is why I wrote 
release_auditor. BTW - GitHub rejected the bug.

● Google’s Firebase CLI calling Google Analytics when installed

● Some scripts do not match their source code repository exactly (in 
minor ways)

● Research is still ongoing!

https://wwws.nightwatchcybersecurity.com/2021/04/25/supply-chain-attacks-via-github-com-releases/
https://wwws.nightwatchcybersecurity.com/2021/05/25/firebase-cli-installer-making-calls-to-google-analytics/


  

Takeaways and Q&A



  

Takeaways

● We need to have more awareness about what is in our software, 
tooling and build processes (remember the poisoned diary!)

● The use of bootstrap scripts is dangerous, safer alternatives may 
exist but everyone needs to make their own risk decisions

● It is possible to verify some scripts but its not always trivial – you 
must be prepared for things to break

● If your organization publishes scripts or any kind of software, 
consider monitoring them for unauthorized changes

● Formal release management is important – less people have 
access, formal approval, two men/four eyes rule, etc.

● Use native tooling – mine is experimental (but fun!)
● Don’t forget the rest of the software supply chain – this is just one 

tiny piece!



  

Questions? Comments?

Email: research@nightwatchcybersecurity.com


